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QUICK GLANCES AT LOVE

Listen attentively the next time you hear your family or friends
speak of a couple in love. You will be amazed how easily it is
to pick the aspects right out of a sentence uttered in complete
innocence. This new awareness will become quite enlightening
if you get the birth dates of the couple in love under discussion
and match what you thought you heard in that sentence.
For example, when you hear someone say, “She just idolizes
him,” you know there has to be a Venus/Neptune somewhere in
her chart that gives her that off-the-ground feeling about love.
Venus represents love and Neptune brings the boundless,
nebulous, unearthly quality to the love configuration. If she
idolizes all her lovers then you may assume the Venus/Neptune
is in her natal chart. If it is just one particular lover she idolizes
then there is possibly a Venus/Neptune contact between charts.
Another sentence that told a story was, “She frustrates him
constantly and yet he maintains such loyalty toward her.” There
was a Venus/Saturn configuration in his chart.
Venus/Saturn may represent duty/love, stable/love, or loyal love.
Again, if his attitude toward all his lovers was extremely loyal
and duty bound then you may presume this configuration is in
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his natal chart. If he feels this way only about one particular
lover as in this case, then you may assume there is a Venus/
Saturn contact between charts.
An interesting statement made about a young girl in love that
proved to be correct was, “She has constant upsets and separations
with her husband and yet there’s something romantic between
them.” This might mean that romantic Uranus is contacting a
loving Venus. Not only Venus/Uranus but you also find Saturn
there bringing the separations.
Venus/Saturn/Uranus automatically clicks with you when you
hear the words “separates” and “reunites.” Minus the Saturn,
you have the Venus/Uranus separations and romance but not the
stability to bring the relationship back together.
The following case studies are quick glances at potential love
patterns in the lives of various individuals. Studying these cases
enables you to establish a clear picture of your own Venus love
potential and also help others.
You will learn many vital things about your love future throughout
this chapter. The most potent aspects and midpoints to Venus
have been chosen for dynamic interpretation. It is important to
keep in mind that you are isolating one particular area of the
chart for research and interpretation - your Venus lovelife.
The people in these case studies are not celebrities. They are
ordinary everyday folks that you find in your own neighborhood.
There are radical differences in the circumstances and the
environment in each love case.
After reading just a few love studies, you will make a very
important discovery. Certain configurations in a chart or between
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charts typically result in a particular love condition or state.
Once you become aware of these conditions manifested through
the combination of certain Venus configurations, you will
automatically begin to see how the individual may perpetuate
the unhappy love condition. You will also see how awareness of
this vulnerability may alter the love situation from unhappy to
happy.
For example there are a several case studies with a Ve/Ma/Ne
combination. You will first note how Neptune undermined the
Ve/Ma libido or love energy, then you will see how the Neptune
false love idealism kept alive by the individual, maintains the
impossible situation.
At the end of reading each love case study, ask yourself this
question. How might I use this particular love configuration to
create a more effective lovelife?
Even in the most drastic of cases, there is always a solution through
the effective potential of the configuration. Your development of
awareness to problems presented in these love cases, will carry
over in a decisive manner into your own lovelife.
The love case studies are presented in three uniform parts: (1)
astrological and cosmobiology chart (2) client history and (3)
love interpretation.
---
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Illustration #8-1, Intense Fated Love, Roseanne
Cardinal Group 		
Jupiter in Aries
2 degrees
Uranus in Aries
2 degrees
Pluto in Cancer
16 degrees

21 minutes
45 minutes
28 minutes

Fixed Group 		
Mercury in Leo
Sun in Leo 		
Neptune in Leo

28 minutes
28 minutes
43 minutes

13 degrees
26 degrees
26 degrees
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Mutable Group 		
Saturn in Sagittarius 1 degree
Moon in Gemini
5 degrees
Mars in Virgo 		
16 degrees
Node in Gemini
24 degrees
Venus in Virgo
25 degrees

12 minutes
05 minutes
29 minutes
43 minutes
0 minutes

The Venus/Saturn/Pluto configuration is one of the most potent
configurations that you will find and leads to electrifying case
histories. Pluto is first and foremost the stellar body of extremes
and intensity, so Pluto in contact with Venus will intensify the
need for a love outlet or a creative outlet. Saturn is the great
teacher or trainer so you may expect Saturn to either discipline
and structure the lovelife in the effective manifestation or pervert
and degrade the lovelife in the ineffective manifestation.
This is why the ‘prostitute’ case comes under this configuration.
The intense and unrequited need for love may be so severe
that it will prostitute itself in a cold Saturn relationship to find
momentary emotional comfort.
The Venus/Saturn/Pluto configuration may be read another way.
Pluto is fate. Venus/Saturn represents love with an older person.
Saturn binds the aspects together, so this may be a relationship
that lasts until death.
The following case study is just such an example. All
interpretations in the case studies are based on stellar body
arrangements in the 90-degree circle unless specifically stated
otherwise.
In Illustration #7-1 you see the chart of a female lover with a
Venus/Saturn/Pluto/Node configuration in her chart. The history
behind this particular love pattern is as follows.
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